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BUCKLE UP
for the Road Ahead

The next four years are going to be a wild ride.
Message from the President & CEO

Photo by Loren Worthington

The presidential election was difficult for all Americans.
Never in our nation’s history had we heard such divisive
campaign rhetoric. No matter which side you were on, it
was ugly, albeit in my opinion, far more so from the Trump
campaign. In fairness, Clinton was a flawed candidate too,
but she did not engage in the demagoguery that Trump
did. That said, if we learned anything, it’s that our nation is
deeply divided and there is much anger, resentment and
fear on all sides. In fact, politics as we once knew it may
now be a thing of the past. Policy expertise, statesmanship,
facts, personal conduct and integrity may have given way
to populist bluster, prejudice, racism, sound bites, fake
news, foreign intervention and fear-mongering. Political
polarization has never been wider and seems to prevent
any meaningful compromise or progress. The message of
throw the bums out, off with their heads, and sticking the
middle finger to politics as usual was loud and clear!
So how did we get here? The answer is multifaceted
and complex. Certainly a sluggish U.S. economy, rural
disenchantment, and a disappearing middle class had
something to do with it. But also an intertwined global
economy, multi-culturalism, technology, religion, the media
and dark money all contributed too. So it is through this
lens that the disability community and others who feel
marginalized and disenfranchised must look through if
we are to determine where to go from here and what to
do next. We must listen with empathy if we are to learn
why we have come to this place in American history. The
election is thankfully over and its result is painful for the

more than 50 percent of the nation’s voters who voted for
Clinton. For those of us who feel we lost, we cannot mourn
for long. We must get back on the horse, be vigilant, and
keep fighting for a better America and world. There is much
at stake for the disability community.
So what can we expect from a Trump administration?
Given his unorthodox style it is difficult to say. His
response to the American Association of People with
Disabilities (AAPD), the National Council on Independent
Living (NCIL), and the REV UP Campaign 2016 Presidential
candidate questionnaire was vanilla at best, with little
or no substantive policy positions. However, we do know
that some of our country’s elected officials have actively
sought to undercut the Americans with Disabilities Act.
They have promoted rhetoric that stigmatizes people with
psychiatric disabilities and advanced legislation intended
to criminalize them. They have proposed reducing Social
Security benefits, restricting access to healthcare, and
block-granting Medicaid, thus threatening to eliminate
the 26 years of progress we have made to ensure
that Americans with disabilities can live full inclusive
lives in the community.
So get ready for what is sure to be a wild ride over the next
four years. Let’s remind President-elect Trump to keep his
promise to be a president for all Americans. Above all, stay
engaged, participate, advocate, and make your voice heard!
Let’s keep America great for everyone!

Phil Pangrazio
President & CEO, Ability360
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360 CREATIVE TEAM
Welcome to 2017 - Let’s talk “new.”
We welcome Angeline Carbajal, Program Coordinator for
the Disability Resource Center at the University of Arizona,
as a regular contributor to future issues. Her first story
profiles the UA Disability Resource Center. We are looking
forward to including more news and profiles from the
southern part of Arizona.
While not exactly new, Tony Jackson is writing for us for the
first time. Tony is a well-known former Ability360 staffer
who now travels the world to call power soccer games.
No one knows more about the sport than Tony. We’re
glad to have him back .
Another first for us: our first 7-page story! We visited
the Valley’s newest entertainment complex to check out
accessibility. Jen was giddy with disability pride to meet
SwD – Sealife with Disabilities. Read more in our cover
story starting on page 30.

We’ve kept all the important stuff of course.
•

Cool Careers profiles Tucson inventor Rick Goldstein.
What makes making shower chairs a cool career? Rick.
He’s unstoppable, always looking at situations as a
business opportunity.

•

Susan Webb on returning to work and leaving the
restrictions of disability benefits.

•

Amina Kruck on the Freedom to Work program which
helps many PWD return to the workforce.

•

Amina also looks at the state legislative session and
what we can expect in the 100 days ahead.

•

Larry Wanger introduces the Arizona Disability
Coalition; battling for our hard-won civil rights.

Loren Worthington
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•

Ed Meyer reports on two Supreme Court cases that
may impact PWD.

•

Gary Karp reminds us that disasters happen whether
we’re ready or not.

We also cover sports, recreation and adventure:
•

Grace Bishara’s recap of the Duel in the Desert and the
coveted Golden Sombrero.

•

Things that go fast; Corbin Beu with his rally race car
also the Driving to Excel program.

•

Another first-timer, Kasey Kaler covers river rafting and
adaptive sports then profiles Gary Venjohn as he says
goodbye to coaching wheelchair basketball.

We amped the cute factor way up with “adorabull” Darla
and Mollie; therapy dogs who teach community integration
and disability culture with 360 To Go.
Coming back around to what’s new, look for expanded
coverage of state and national news this year. We’re
looking for new contributors to help us tell the stories of
the people, places and things that interest the disability
community in Arizona. With so many important and timely
stories to be told, look for more coverage on-line and
more stories told through the power of video. LivAbility
is growing so we can bring you stories – bigger, stronger,
faster – we want to tell you everything!
We’re just getting our feet (and wheels) in the door of
2017. Take a peek. We’ve stuffed this issue with advocacy,
education, community integration and FUN. Enjoy!

John Beaubien

Rebeca Cavazos

Prop 206

O

n Nov. 8, 2016 Arizona voters passed Proposition 206,
known as the Health Working Families Initiative, by a
significant margin. Starting in Jan. 2017 Arizona’s minimum
wage will be $10 per hour and over the next four years will
rise incrementally until it reaches $12 per hour in 2020.
Later provisions will require that employers phase-in
paid sick time by 2020. The bill, opposed by the Arizona
In-Home Care Association may cause a consolidation of care
agencies that limits client choice, especially in rural areas.
It’s too early to know for certain the total impact of the
measure. Watch for updates in future editions.

The 2016 BraunAbility® MXV® -
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JOHANNA HUCKEBA

PHOTOGRAPHER
YVETTE MALLARI

Johanna Huckeba is a journalism major at Arizona State
University focusing on photography and documentary
studies. She lives off of iced coffee, enjoys looking at
notebooks at Barnes & Noble that she can’t afford, and
spending time outside in places where it doesn’t feel like
you’re on the surface of the sun. When she’s not at work
taking photos, she’s probably out taking photos.

Aitana Yvette Mallari is an online media journalist who runs
on caffeine and WiFi. She’s lived in the Middle East, Asia,
and both coasts of the US and writes about health, tech,
and amazing people doing amazing things. She is studying
at the Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass
Communications and probably has a deadline to get to.

WRITER
TONY JACKSON

WRITER
ED MEYERS

Tony Jackson is a graduate of the Walter Cronkite School
of Journalism and Mass Communication at Arizona State
University. He started playing power soccer in 2009 and
has no plans to stop anytime soon. In addition to being an
athlete, he puts his journalism skills to use as a broadcaster
of power soccer tournaments around the world. He is
currently a player and coach in New Hampshire.

Ed Meyers spent 25 years as a disability rights attorney. He
clerked for the Montana Supreme Court and also worked as
a Policy and Funding Specialist for the Arizona Technology
Access Program. For eight years prior to retirement, he was
the Deputy Executive Director for the Arizona Center for
Disability Law (ACDL). Ed is currently an adjunct professor
for Northern Arizona University, teaching disability law in
education and advanced disability law. He serves on the
Ability360 Board as Treasurer.

WRITER
KASEY KALER

PHOTOGRAPHER
JERRY O’CONNOR

Kasey Kaler is a graduate of Arizona State University’s
Walter Cronkite School of Journalism and Mass
Communications. Kasey has spent four years in
public relations internships for various Arizona
sports organizations while also remaining true to her
passion for producing content, writing, and editing
for a multitude of platforms. In 2015, Kasey began
pursuing a Master of Arts in Sports Administration
at Gonzaga University.

Jerry is a freelance photographer helping small and midsize
businesses with social and traditional marketing images. For
the past three years Jerry has been graciously contributing
images to Ability360.

Now Covering Southern Arizona
WRITER
ERIC BELL

WRITER
ANGELINE CARBAJAL

Eric Bell is the Program Coordinator of Campus Events
and Engagement for the UA Disability Resource Center.
He will graduate in May 2017 with a master’s in Public
Administration from the UA and has been a part of the UA
Wheelchair Rugby team for three years.

Angeline Carbajal is the Program Coordinator of
Communications at the UA Disability Resource Center. She
started as a student worker for the DRC her freshman year
and graduated from the UA in May 2015 with her bachelor’s
in journalism. She hopes to pursue a graduate degree in
marketing starting August 2017.
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Phoenix, AZ 85034
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How Are We Doing?

LivAbility Magazine is interested in your thoughts, comments, gripes,
concerns, suggestions and ideas for future stories. Send us an email and
we will do our best to keep improving with each edition.
Published “letters to the editor” will include first name, last initial and
city, if known.

editor@ability360.org

CALLING ALL CREATIVES! LivAbility has a space for you.
We’re on the lookout for talented contributors in every part of our great state
to help keep our readers up to date on the people and events that impact our
community. We’re always eager to meet writers, photographers, videographers
and illustrators who tell the stories of people with disabilities. Contact us to
discuss a submission.
360Perspectives publishes personal essays on YOUR disability experience.
Tell us in less than 300 words. Make us laugh, make us cry, make us angry
or curious. Start a conversation… YOU are the expert on your own disability
experience. Let’s talk!

Subscribe to LivAbility for Free
Accessible PDF online at Ability360.org/LivAbility.
Large print versions are available upon request.
Editor@ability360.org
602-296-0590
This magazine is printed with vegetable-based inks.
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Check Out Arizona’s Amazing Adaptive Recreation

For people with disabilities, sports and outdoor
recreation can sometimes be inaccessible. But two local
organizations, Arizona Disabled Sports (AzDS) and Daring
Adventures, are changing that.
AzDS provides adaptive and all-inclusive sports and
recreation programs to individuals with disabilities. Based
in Mesa, Arizona, AzDS works in conjunction with Mesa
Public Schools and the City of Mesa Parks, Recreation, and
Commercial Facilities.
Daring Adventures is a nonprofit based in Phoenix, Arizona.
They work to provide outdoor adaptive recreation programs
for youth and adults living with disabilities.
As a 24-year-old user of a power wheelchair, I must
admit, I’ve never been connected or even in tune to
the community of my disabled peers. If you’re like me,
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by Kasey Kaler

you’ve never heard of the astounding things these two
organizations offer to people of all ages living with
physical or developmental disabilities.
Whatever sport or outdoor activity you’re interested in,
these programs are working to make them accessible.
“These activities can open up this whole other side of
you that you may think didn’t exist or you wouldn’t allow
yourself to believe possible,” said Brenna Bean, Program
Coordinator at Daring Adventures. “It’s why we do what
we do, it’s why we’re always looking to provide the best
experiences we can; because they’re life-changing.”

Both organizations offer a variety of options
ranging from wheelchair basketball, bowling and
archery (AzDS) to hiking, sled ice hockey (Daring
Adventures) and a whole lot more.

Photos courtesy of Daring Adventures

S

ports provide a distraction from real life. Simply put,
they inspire us, reach the depths of our emotions and let
us believe in the impossible.

And if you’re looking for that lifealtering trip, these organizations
have you covered.

Photos by Loren Worthington

Daring Adventures offers Mainstream Expedition, an
11-day river rafting trip for adults with physical or
developmental disabilities. The 226-mile journey, from
July 31 to Aug. 10, 2017, is fully guided as participants get
to experience the wilderness through the beautiful Grand
Canyon while rafting down the Colorado River.

If river rafting isn’t for you, how about joining AzDS for
their annual SkiAble Adaptive Alpine Experience? SkiAble
is a multi-day event that provides skiing instruction for all
levels and opportunity for those with physical disabilities
SkiAble will be in Flagstaff, Arizona, Feb. 12-14, 2017. Spots
are offered to anyone in half-day or full-day sessions.
So get out there. Your adventure or life-changing
experience is waiting.

Daring-Adventures.org
ArizonaDisabledSports.com
LivAbility Magazine

www.Ability360.org
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Employment

Working & Healthcare
AHCCCS Freedom to Work Explained
by Amina Donna Kruck
One of the least well known provisions of the Ticket to Work legislation is
the AHCCCS Freedom to Work (FTW) program. This program allows a working
Arizona resident with a disability, age 16 to 65, to maintain AHCCCS or Arizona
Long Term Care System (ALTCS) coverage. To qualify you must be a U.S. citizen
or qualified immigrant; have a disability and be working; earning income and
paying Social Security and Medicare taxes. If you’re on SSI, SSDI or already an
ALTCS member, that is proof you have a disability. Otherwise you will have to
go through a disability determination process to qualify.
FTW covers all the same services and durable medical equipment regular
AHCCCS & ALTCS covers. It is known as a “Medicaid Buy-In” program because
it requires the member to pay a small premium for the coverage. Premiums
range from $0 to $35 per month.

How much can I earn and still qualify?
AHCCCS looks at countable monthly earned income after allowable deductions
to determine financial eligibility. The countable income limit for FTW is
$2,475.00 per month, but only about half of your earnings will be used as
your monthly countable income. This works out to be about $4,950 per
month gross earnings. Spousal income and unearned income, like SSDI, are
not considered when determining eligibility. You can qualify while you’re in a
SSDI Trial Work Period.

How do I apply?
You can apply online at: www.healthearizonaplus.gov. If you do not have
internet access, contact the Freedom to Work Program at: 602-417-6677
(Maricopa County) 1-800-654-8713, Option 6 (Outside of Maricopa County)

Interested in learning how employment
earnings affect your public benefits?
Go to www.az.db101.org or call 602-443-0720.

Amina Donna Kruck
VP of Advocacy
Ability360
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THANK YOU
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS
FOUNDATION
FOR GENEROUSLY
SUPPORTING OUR
POOL RENOVATIONS

-REOPENING
FEBRUARY 27th-

Advocacy

thinking about the

Unthinkable
by Gary Karp

Those of us who have been around the world
of disability understand something very basic:
anything can happen to anyone at any time.
That was certainly the case for me. I woke up an 18-yearold walking person on the Fourth of July, 1973. By noon I
was paralyzed with a spinal cord injury at T12.
It’s our human nature to not want to think about the worst.
We may not be able to prevent every possible trauma
from occurring — but there is a lot we can prepare for.
Emergency planning should be on everyone’s plate —
especially if you or a family member has a disability.
Arizona is not prone to the kinds of disasters that strike
other parts of the U.S. Hurricanes, earthquakes and
snowstorms just don’t come our way. Still, there’s plenty on
the list of what we might face — a major fire, a jet crashing
through a neighborhood, electricity going out in the middle
of summer, or a terrorist attack.

What will you do?
There is a lot of planning that you can — and absolutely
should — do for potential disaster.
• Have a plan with your family about where you will
meet in a crisis.
• Always have extra water and food on hand at home
and whenever you go out.
• Keep extra medical supplies around, such as catheters
or medications, including some extras in the car, or at
someone else’s home.
This and other guidance is available from FEMA, the
Federal Emergency Management Association web
site, Ready.gov. If you surf publications, you’ll find one
called “Prepare for Emergencies Now: Information for
People with Disabilities.”
14
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FEMA is making an increasing commitment to people with
disabilities in disasters through their Office of Disability
Integration and Coordination. When the worst happens,
and local resources are exceeded, the disability integration
cadre is part of FEMA’s federal response and recovery
team sent to help survivors. They make sure people with
disabilities get access to all programs and services. They
also work to ensure people retain their pre-disaster
independence as much as possible.
When disaster strikes, the first response is always local.
And people are ready. There is a massive, unseen culture of
emergency preparedness at all levels of government. Every
town, county, city and state has emergency management
personnel and plans. The American Red Cross has
resources always at hand, as do voluntary organizations
and church groups. Stop by your local fire department
to ask for guidance.

That’s how these things work — people step
up to help each other out. You can, too.
Above all else, take the time to think about the unthinkable,
and take the measures available to you to ensure your
safety and quick recovery following disaster.
Gary Karp has been writing, speaking
and conducting trainings on disability
since the release of the first of his four
books, “Life On Wheels: For the Active
Wheelchair User” in 1999. Gary is a
full-time wheelchair user since his SCI
at T12 in 1973 at the age of 18. Learn
more at ModernDisability.com.

LivAbility Magazine
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Sports

Power Soccer:

an International Score

In the early days of the sport, athletes used their personal
chairs to play. Over time, many people acquired and
modified secondary chairs specifically to play soccer, giving
an advantage to those with knowledge and resources to
create a better chair. With the introduction of the first
power wheelchair designed specifically for power soccer
in 2012, the Strike Force from Power Soccer Shop leveled
the playing field and revolutionized the game. A wide base
and low center of gravity, combined with state-of-the-art
electronics, give the Strike Force unmatched agility and
maneuverability, providing the athlete complete freedom
on the court. Now everyone has an opportunity to use the
same high-end equipment and achieve their athletic goals.
Gameplay has been propelled to a truly elite level.
Power soccer is highly competitive with a season that
runs from September to June. Nearly 60 teams around
the country travel and compete in local and regional
tournaments. In Arizona, Ability360 hosts the annual Duel
in the Desert every October. Competitions are also hosted
by Arizona Disabled Sports throughout the season. The US
Power Soccer Association is divided into four competitive
conferences and at the end of the season, teams gather
to compete in conference championship tournaments.
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Winners are promoted to the next conference up and losers
are relegated to the next conference down, so there is
much more than just pride and trophies on the line!
On an international level, power soccer is currently not a
Paralympic sport, but there is a growing movement to have
it added to the program. However, there have been two
power soccer World Cup competitions, the first in Tokyo in
2007 and the second in Paris in 2011. The United States is
the only world champion the sport has ever known. In July
2017, the third FIPFA World Cup tournament will take place
in Kissimmee, Florida, and the US will attempt to be the
first team to ever win three consecutive World Cup titles.

For those who have substantial physical
disabilities, power soccer is a chance to be
an athlete, which is something many never
considered a possibility.
Those who play this game practice and train just like any
other athlete. Some do it for the social outlet, others for
the glory that comes with being crowned a champion. If
you have ever dreamt of playing sports, but thought your
disability would not allow you, give power soccer a try. It
may lead to achievements you never thought possible.
Ability360 has two teams for competitive and recreational
play. If you’re interested in trying power soccer, contact
Nick Bright at NickB@ability360.org. For more information
about power soccer, or to find other programs, visit
the US Power Soccer Association online at www.
powersoccerusa.org.

Photo by John Owens

Power soccer, or powerchair football, is the most popular
sport for power wheelchair users around the world. Created
in France during the early 1980s, athletes in over 25
countries currently play this version of The Beautiful Game.
Played indoors on a regulation-sized basketball court
with four players a side, three offense/defense players and
a goalkeeper. Athletes use metal or plastic foot guards
attached to the front of the chair to shoot and pass the
ball, which is often done by spinning the chair as fast as
the athlete and chair can handle.

by Tony Jackson

Sports

EDDIE MCGUIRE

Meet the Guy Who Changed
Power Soccer Forever

by Tony Jackson

Meet Ed McGuire. Born and raised in Arizona, he lives with
cerebral palsy. Upon first sight, many people dismiss him
because of his spastic movements and the difficulty in
deciphering his speech. However, if you spend enough time
with him, the words become easier to understand. More
importantly, you discover that beneath the surface is a man
full of ideas to make the world more inclusive for people
with disabilities. One of his ideas would revolutionize an
adaptive sport for thousands of athletes around the world.
Ed McGuire was a power soccer athlete who traveled
the world and found success at the highest level of
competition as a member of the 2007
World Cup championship team. Despite
reaching the summit of the sport, he
became increasingly frustrated with the
limitations of equipment. Coupling his
natural abilities with his knowledge
of engineering, he envisioned a
wheelchair specifically for power soccer.
At the outset, he had no way to take this
idea from his brain to the court. That all changed
when he moved to Minnesota in 2011 to work at Power
Soccer Shop. With the company’s manufacturing resources
at his disposal, he collaborated with Senior Technician Milt
Tuttle and owner Brian Akre to make this concept a reality.

Photo by Loren Worthington

When the Strike Force was unveiled, it was unlike any other
power wheelchair, with its wide wheel base and elongated
foot guard. At first, it was met with a bit of skepticism. Any
negative perceptions quickly shifted when early adopters
demonstrated the chair’s unrivaled, high-performance
abilities. Soon, the top power soccer athletes around the
world were competing in the Strike Force. Today, the chair
is seen flying across power soccer courts throughout North
and South America, Europe, and Asia.
Since its introduction in 2012, the Strike Force has
transformed the game of power soccer. The chair allows
athletes to perform at a speed and intensity that could
never be achieved with other power wheelchairs, which
were never designed for sport. With so many athletes now
using the same world-class equipment, power soccer has
truly evolved into a sport that focuses on the best athletes
and teams, not who has the best power wheelchair. When
discussing the fundamental reason for developing the
chair, McGuire states:

Rather than having to psychologically adjust
for the lack of responsiveness in every other
power chair out there, the Strike Force does
exactly what the driver wants, when they want
to. When you take away the need to mentally
compensate for the chair’s shortcomings, you
take away the chair. When you take away the
chair, you take away the disability. All you are
left with is a “player.”
Today, McGuire once again lives in Arizona and has retired
from playing power soccer. The next journey in his life is
well underway. McGuire remains active working on new
ideas to make the world accessible to everyone. In a recent
conversation, he hinted his next idea will have an even
greater impact than the Strike Force. We asked him for a
few details, but he hesitated to divulge any information at
the moment. Regardless of which problem McGuire decides
to solve, if his prediction is correct, his next creation will
have the capacity to be another game changer.

Tony Jackson is a former Power Soccer Shop employee. He still provides services, including play-by-play commentary for all of their online
broadcasts. Power Soccer Shop is a major sponsor for the Ability360 power soccer program.
LivAbility Magazine www.Ability360.org 17
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Dobson Ranch Park Introduces New
Universally Inclusive Playground

STAFF

“This new playground invites all children regardless of abilities
the opportunity to play,” Mesa Parks, Recreation and Community
Facilities Director Marc Heirshberg said. “While traditional
slides and swings are fun, we are introducing another approach
to play where parents or caregivers can play alongside
or with their child.”
Dobson Ranch playground is a 10,000 square foot facility with
many features that allow side-by-side play for children with
all abilities, stations that encourage sensory play, quiet
space, shade structures, mixed surfacing and updated
ADA compliant restrooms.

Loren Worthington garnered much attention on the
international scene for his photography of the 2016 Summer
Paralympic Games held in Rio. His photos were used in
numerous publications around the world. His personal
story was told in print and broadcast news.

Way to represent Loren!

Photo courtesy of: City of Mesa

The Great Big Story learned of Worthington’s work and sent a
team to Arizona to gather his story. Billing themselves as
“A video network dedicated to the untold, the overlooked
and the flat-out amazing,” the team shadowed Worthington
for several days and produced a 2:34 video that captured
his story and his photography. The Great Big Story is an
international project based in New York and distributed by
CNN. You can find Worthington’s story at greatbigstory.com.

“This is a wonderful addition to Dobson Ranch and I am so
excited to have it in District 3,” Vice Mayor Dennis Kavanaugh
said. “This playground will be a fantastic place for any child to
come and enjoy with their friends and family.”

First Place®AZ broke ground on First Place-Phoenix, a

Schmaltz was on hand to present the award saying “Jennifer
has a distinguished and unique history of advocacy - that is,
speaking truth to power - for human dignity and justice for all
of us, against gun violence and for reasonable gun control,
against ableism and rights of all people to be treated with
dignity, equality, and justice.”
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Ability360 staffer, Jennifer Longdon received the PAFCO
Timothy J. Schmaltz Leadership in Advocacy award for 2016.
Recipients are chosen who “embody Tim’s spirit of service and
commitment to advocacy.”

new $15 million residential property for adults with autism
and different abilities with a one-of-a-kind approach to
combining apartments, a residential training program and a
national leadership institute to advance more independent
and community integrated living options.

NEWS
Year Up at

Samantha Tillier, a young adult
enrolled in Year Up through
GateWay Community College, is
registered with the Disability
Resource Service Office at
GateWay Central City and
is receiving services from
Vocational Rehabilitation.
Tillier is in her final two months
of her internship through Year Up,
and has shown incredible growth. Due to her wraparound
support, accommodations and resources, Tillier is able to
successfully obtain her goals with documented disabilities
(providing access to barriers for success).
Her professional and soft skills have improved along with
her confidence. Tillier entered the program with a fear of
speaking up, but now shows leadership skills amongst her

Oral Health Education
Begins at
™

Every month at Ability360, dental students from the Arizona
School of Dentistry & Oral Health University will provide
oral health information sessions. Arizona School of
Dentistry & Oral Health, a non-profit program focusing
on health sciences, is a part of A.T. Still University.
Educational sessions will not provide treatment, but will
educate on healthy mouths and will instruct consumers, if
necessary, to see a dentist. The event, lasting two to three
hours, is first come, first served.
Dental and oral cancer screenings may be available in
the future. Previous sessions discussed topics like oral
health, what causes cavities, flossing and dental aids for
dry mouth.
To RSVP go to www.ability360.eventbrite.com and/or contact
David Carey at 602-443-0723.

peers and through presentations. Year Up has given Tillier
the opportunity to achieve her goal of professional success
with documented disabilities.
Opportunity to succeed professionally is given to all through
Year Up, a year-long program which helps motivated young
adults enter the workforce. Through the Year Up program,
adults ages 18-24 will spend six months in the classroom,
six months at an internship and graduate ready to enter the
professional world. The goal of Year Up is to fill the gap
of the Opportunity Divide, which prevents those who lack
the opportunity to succeed professionally and become
economically self-sufficient.
Year Up serves 13,500 young adults across 16 cities
nationwide. In 2015, Year Up came to the GateWay Central
City campus and has served 265 young adults so far.

Finding Free Services Made Easy
FindHelpPhx.org is a useful, easy website

that finds health and social services in Maricopa
County. Most services listed are FREE! Created by
the Maricopa County Department of Public Health,
FindHelpPhoenix and the Spanish partner site,
EncuentraAyudaPhx.org, is divided into multiple
categories of services. Users can look for medical
services, legal help and affordable housing, along with many
other services. The website’s 1,500 or so free or low- cost
resources are always checked for accuracy.
Please email any nonprofit resources that aren’t included
in the site, as well as changes to information to:
FindHelpPhx@mail.maricopa.gov

Are you newly engaged or married? Become a
parent? Land a new job or earn a promotion?
Recognized for recent achievements?
Share your news with us so we can share it with our
readers. You can find the submission form and MORE
Community News at ability360.org/milestones
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Advocacy

why should you care?
Education, employment, transportation, housing:

these are the most common areas of concern for people
with disabilities. The barriers can seem insurmountableenough to make one want to stay in bed and pull the
covers up over your head. Those who seek to navigate the
systems set in place to assist in solving these problems often
find a complex, contradictory maze.

That’s where Centers for Independent Living (CILs) come
into play. Yet this vital resource is often underutilized by
people with disabilities. Many don’t even know CILs and their
rich history and broad array of services exist. The first CIL was
created by Ed Roberts in Berkeley, CA in 1972. He and other
disability activists worked to create equal opportunities,
self-determination, and model self-respect for people with
disabilities well before the civil rights for people with
disabilities were spelled out by the ADA some 18 years later.

CILs Offer 5 Core Services:
Information & Referral: connecting consumers
to programs and services that help them live
independently.

Peer Support: peer mentors share their own
experiences and insights to help others develop
new skills and solve problems.

So, what’s a CIL and more importantly,
why should you care?
Centers for Independent Living (CILs) are consumer
controlled, community based and cross-disability.
Anyone who identifies as having a disability is eligible
to receive services. There are CILs in all 50 states and 6 US
territories. Arizona has 6 CILs. Ability360 is the largest in
the state.
What does it mean to be “consumer
controlled”?
At least 51 percent of staff and Board of Directors
must be people who have disabilities.
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Independent Living Skills Training: CILs
can help individuals learn daily living,
attendant management, money management,
pre-employment, how to utilize public
transportation and other skills critical to
independent living in one-on-one and group
settings.
Advocacy: In addition to advocating for
accessibility and disability rights on the state
and national levels, CILs train people with
disabilities about self-determination and
advocacy skills for themselves and others.
Transition Services: helping consumers leave
nursing homes and rehabilitation facilities for
the least restrictive, community-based living
arrangements; helping youth with disabilities
transition to adulthood.

Economic Benefits:
74% of Arizonans
with disabilities are
unemployed, compared
to 34% for those
without disabilities.

21%

21%

16%
74%
34%

21% of PWD live in
poverty compared to
16% in the general
population.

74%

Some CILs offer employment programs to help move
people to employment.

THE STATE SAVES

$18,103

Annually for every person with a
disability who CILs assist in avoiding
institutionalization or nursing home
placement through the provision of
in-home community-based services
and supports.

Ability360 offers independent living skills training as
well as home-based healthcare services to help PWD
stay in the community.

Community-based services are 21% - 29% less expensive than
nursing homes.

One study estimates four-year savings of nearly $60 million for a demonstration of 5,000
Medicare members by postponing or preventing institutionalization.

Arizona Centers for Independent Living

1

ASSIST! To Independence
(888) 848-1449

2

New Horizons
Disability Empowerment Center
(800) 406-2377 www.newhorizonsilc.org

3

1

Prescott Valle
y
2

Ability360
(800) 280-2245 www.ability360.org

5

SMILE
(866) 239-7645 www.smile-az.org

N

40
40

17

Phoenix
3

10

4

Tuba City

4

Yuma

DIRECT Center for Independence
(800) 342-1853 www.directilc.org

8
10

Tucson
5
10

National Centers are located online at www.ilru.org
through Independent Living Research Utilization (ILRU).
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Recreation

The Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving and the Barrow Connect have both been in the Phoenix area
for quite some time. Both are known for
their exciting and often a bit hair raising
opportunities they present to their clientele. Combine them and things can really
get rolling.
Every December the two team up for
Driving to Excel. The event allows people with disabilities to drive some pretty
fast cars and along the way get some
pointers about driving, safety and automobiles – the ones that go fast!
Jo Crawford drives the event and

The Bob Bondurant School of High Performance Driving
and the Barrow Connection are Phoenix area staples. Both
are known for exciting and often hair-raising opportunities
they present to their clientele. Combine them and things
can really get rolling.

Every December since 2010 the two team up for Driving
to Excel. The event allows people with disabilities to
drive fast cars and get pointers about driving, safety and
automobiles—especially ones that go fast!

Photos by Michael Eimer

Driving to Excel

PARTNERS IN CARE
Helping children live healthier lives and improving the quality of their care

Raising Special Kids Presents

Arizona Symposium on Children with Special Health Care Needs
Bringing physicians, healthcare providers and families together for
a day of knowledge and networking

SAVE THE DATE!

April 7, 2017

The Camby Hotel
Phoenix, AZ

Register now

partnersincare2017.com
tuition discounts available before 2/15/2017

CME CREDITS APPROVED!
Featured Keynote:
Karen Remley, MD,
FAAP, MBA, MPH

Executive Director/CEO
American Academy of Pediatrics

Other Faculty:
John A. Pope, MD, MPH
W. Carl Cooley, MD
Gary A. Stobbe, MD
Thomas Betlach, MPA
Michael L. Wehmeyer, Ph.D
Sydney Rice, MD
Sara Salek, MD
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Education

UofA: Tucson University
and blue

rolls out RED carpet for PWD
by Angeline Carbajal and Eric Bell

Adaptive Sports Community

Student Accommodations

The Disability Resource Center at the University of Arizona
has created a dynamic and vibrant adaptive sports
community that provides high-quality and meaningful
opportunities for competitive wheelchair and adaptive
sports to disabled students and community members. UA
offers excellent weather that allows for training year round,
an adaptive fitness center, as well as disability resources
for students that rival any in the country. The program
houses six globally competitive teams that include men’s
and women’s wheelchair basketball, wheelchair tennis,
wheelchair rugby, hand-cycling, track and road racing. UA
Adaptive Athletics has sent a total of 33 athletes to the
Paralympic Games, including 11 in the 2016 Rio de Janeiro
Games and has won a number of national titles, making
the program the most successful and comprehensive
collegiate-based program in the country.

Aside from athletics, the Disability Resource Center
collaborates with over 2,000 students each year
with varying disabilities to create an environment on
campus that is inclusive for all, which may result in the
implementation of accommodations. Accommodations vary
by student and may include extended time on exams in the
state of the art DRC testing center, providing an American
Sign Language interpreter for a class or event, or ensuring
dorm rooms are accessible to the student. The DRC
coordinates with instructors and departments at the design
phase of their courses to ensure access is established at the
start, both for online and in-person courses.

Juniors Active in Wheelchair Sports is a DRC sponsored
athletic program for children in the community ages 5
to 17 with disabilities. The purpose of the program is
to get children active and introduce them to adaptive
sports. Children are given the opportunity to improve their
wheelchair handling skills and experience individual and
team recreational sports.
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Faculty, staff and guests to the UA may request
accommodations in their campus environments. There is a
team dedicated to providing accommodations for faculty
and staff in their work environments, as well as a team
dedicated to physical access and UA sponsored events. The
Tucson Festival of Books is one of DRC’s largest events to
oversee access. The event attracts over 100,000 people
to the UA each year.
The Disability Resource Center is a tax-deductible 501c3
organization through the UA Foundation. Donations
to the program can be submitted online on the UA
Foundation website.

DRC.Arizona.edu

Photos by UADRC

Generous donations and fundraising allow the DRC to
award competitive scholarships to promising student
athletes from around the globe. The program provides
funding for travel, equipment and apparel, in addition
to the facilities and athletic resources available. Jim
Click’s Run ‘N’ Roll 8K Race and 3K Fun Run is the largest
fundraising event for the program. The event has occurred
the first Sunday of October since 1981.

The DRC is not only a resource for students.

Sports
Sports,
Fitness
& Recreation
for Everyone
www.ability360sports.org

Independent Living

Home Modifications
Yes! We Do!

Meet the

by AnnMargaret Haines and Ellanna Koontz

JIM STEWART

Home for everyone should be a place of comfort and
security. However, sometimes people with disabilities face
obstacles that prevent their own home from being that
safe place. The Ability360 Home Modification program
is designed to create autonomy and ease of use for
all home occupants.

Jim Stewart got into home modifications by
helping his parents.

Typical modifications include: adding ramps, widening
doors, installing grab bars, sink and toilet modifications
and relocating electrical switches.
Program coordinators Paul Pearson and Jim Stewart are
passionate about improving quality of life for people
with disabilities. They ensure that everyone who takes
advantage of the program will receive high-quality,
professional and friendly service.
Pearson and Stewart report that people who have taken
advantage of the program believe the modifications have
enhanced their lives; they can stay at home and function
more independently.
A unique quality of the program is that it costs little to
nothing for most participants thanks to Maricopa County
Community Development Block Grants and other funding
sources like AHCCCS. In many cases, the person receiving
modifications pay as little as 10 percent of the cost or give
in-kind contribution, such as labor or materials.
After applying for the program, a coordinator will set up an
interview to determine eligibility for funding programs and
what modifications need to be done.
Ability360 makes the home modification process easy
and stress-free, so everyone can live in a safe and
more accessible home.
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“My dad became disabled and was
having trouble navigating the health
system in [Michigan] and needed
modifications to his home in order
to stay in it,” Stewart said.
While his father was in
rehab, Stewart coordinated
insurance coverage and engaged
contractors to make necessary
modifications to the home.
Working with insurance companies
and handling required financial
paperwork for city projects and
collecting essential documents and
information is only one part of his
role. He also assesses and designs
the necessary modifications and
coordinates with contractors.
Stewart says consumers can expect
prompt, courteous service, and a
project that is done with the highest
professional standards.

Team
PAUL PEARSON
If you need home modifications, Paul
Pearson is your man.

Ramps

Living with a disability himself, Pearson
understands the importance of
independence at home. “In the long
run, it will be beneficial for your
health,” Pearson said.
One memorable home modification
for Pearson involved a bathroom
modification for a veteran. His wife
expressed her husband’s appreciation
for Pearson and his team.
“She told me I restored his dignity of
being a man and being able to use the
bathroom without requiring significant
assistance,” Pearson said.
Pearson says customers can expect
a “kind, compassionate and honest
person” with a love for helping people
improve their living situations.

Grab
Bars

Roll-in
Shower

Remove
Barriers

Since 1990 we have
averaged more than 10
modifications per month.

2 Minute Online Intake
ability360.org/home-modifications
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Employment

Turning Obstacles
into

Opportunities
by Jennifer Longdon

A few beers on a beach in Mexico, and the
subsequent need to use the restroom, drew
Rick Goldstein out of his second retirement
and into a global venture.

I

n 2001 Rick Goldstein was living in San Carlos, Mexico,
where he divided his time between lounging on the beach
and traveling. As a man living with a C5-C6 spinal cord
injury, Goldstein hated dragging his shower chair through
hotel lobbies, lugging it on planes, or finding that it didn’t
work in bathrooms around the world because of curbs
or step down showers.
Goldstein began to design the new shower chair while sitting
on that Sonoran beach. He designed a chair that was light,
durable and required little fuss to pack or set it up. It is the
GO-Anywhere Commode, Shower ‘n Tub Chair, a portable
shower chair that assembles without tools and fits into a
compact, discreet suitcase.
Before the GO-Anywhere Commode, Shower ‘n Tub Chair,
Goldstein struggled with the annoyances his chair caused.
“I spent years driving everywhere I could so I could haul
my shower chair in my van,” Goldstein said. “I bought
a portable shower chair from a guy in Brooklyn I found
on the internet. It fell apart in Puerto Vallarta and the
maintenance guys had to lift me. It dripped rust all the time
because it was made from tubular steel. It was dangerous and
uncomfortable. When I got home, I tried to fix it up but it
was still heavy and leaked rust.”

“I built the GO-Anywhere Commode for
me, but others saw it and wanted one like
it. No one was making chairs like these, so I
found myself in the manufacturing business,”
Goldstein explained.
28
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But he didn’t just wander into business. Goldstein studied
Industrial and Labor Relations and economics at Cornell
University prior to his injury in 1978. He worked as contractor
and developer for more than 20 years before his first
retirement. He still holds 7 contractor’s licenses.
Never one to sit idle for long, Goldstein soon came out of his
first retirement, took up day trading and earned his General
Securities license. After a few years of trading, he retired again,
this time to that Sonoran beach in Mexico.
Now, you can find him in his office in an industrial park in
Tucson, surrounded by blueprints and plans for continued
global expansion; a large map dotted with color-coded
pushpins fills one wall. He employs a full-time staff of four.
He freely talks about the problems and concerns of
entrepreneurship from cash flow in the early days to the ins
and outs of currency exchange, dealing with manufacturers
abroad, importing his parts so the chairs can be finished
and inspected at his Tucson location and exporting his
completed chairs around the globe. “It’s a different set of
problems that keep you awake at night,” Goldstein wryly
observes about his maturing business.
Goldstein set eight criteria to measure the success of his
design: safety, portability, ease of use, versatility, comfort,
durability, affordability and aesthetics.

He continues to refine his design to reduce both the
weight and cost. “We have a standard design that is highly
customizable. But, we continue to refine the design in response
to customer feedback. We’ve eliminated hinges and hardware
and added side cutouts. We also added adjustable cross-braces
and camber for stability.” Goldstein has shaved about 4 pounds
off of the original design and now offers several designs from
a unembellished sports model to an adjustable, reclining chair
and the tub slider that Goldstein calls an “insurance policy
in case the hotel gives away your roll-in shower and you get
a room with a tub.” More details on the shower chairs can be
found on his website: goesanywhere.com.
Goldstein sees opportunity in obstacles. “There’s always
going to be a problem and there’s always going to be a
solution – just like our lives.” Goldstein encourages others who
see solutions in the barriers to everyday living to “Go for it!
Get busy and do it,” he said. “You’re going to have failures
but if it’s a great idea, you’ll figure it out.”
Goldstein thrives on the pace and problem solving of business
but still yearns for carefree beach time. He talks longingly of
Mexico and that beach. Then Goldstein starts sketching plans
for the next problem he wants to solve, making it clear that
he’ll stay very busy for the foreseeable future.

Z
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Photo by Loren Worthington

TUCS

Current plans for GO! Mobility includes developing distribution hubs
in Uruguay, Israel and Australia to satisfy demand for his chairs.
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All Dolphinaris photos by Jerry O’Connor

Recreation
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by Jennifer Longdon
estled in the shadow of the McDowell Mountains
is the 35-acre OdySea in the Desert complex.
The site along the northeastern 101 loop owned
by the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian
Community, features three anchor attractions:
Dolphinaris, OdySea Aquarium and Butterfly Wonderland.
A variety of restaurants, shops and amusements are set around
a one-acre central courtyard featuring greenery, multiple
water features and live entertainment. It’s an ideal spot for
people-watching or regrouping after visiting one of the big
attractions. The restaurants are a mix of local favorites and
national chains. Not yet opened at the time of our visit,
Polar Play is billed as “the coolest place in the desert.” This
indoor playground for all ages is kept at 23 degrees.

We visited all three anchor attractions and spent some time
wandering the complex to scope out accessibility. We found
well-marked accessible parking, although during peak times,
it could be full. There were well-marked, easy paths of travel
and staff eager to ensure everyone feels welcome.
Each of the anchor attractions has group pricing and
unique areas to host events. There were some access
issues but overall we found new venues eager to learn
how best to serve all their guests and willing to make
appropriate changes and accommodations for a better
experience for everyone.
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Dolphinaris is designed as a saltwater
lagoon, home to eight bottlenose
dolphins. The habitat is made of five
interconnecting pools. Diners on
the Modern Grove patio overlook
the enclosure. We were joined by
360 Fitness Center members, Tom
Jacobs and his daughters, 13-yearold Ava and 11-year-old Kate, for
an encounter with Liko, one of
the four male dolphins.
Still wearing street clothes, the
Jacobs had a chance to get their
first up-close look at the dolphins
and break the ice in the dry
viewing area. Mischievous Liko
swam by the observation window
for photos, flirting and splashing.
Although it’s clear accessibility has
been considered, this is one place
where folks who cannot reach
over the wall will find it lacking.
Wheelchair users and little people can
look but not reach.
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For the safety and well-being of
the dolphins, everyone getting
in the water must remove all
jewelry, change into a provided wetsuit
and shower to remove any lotion
or perfume. The changing rooms
include a large accessible space roomy
enough for a wheelchair user and
an assistant containing a transfer
bench. The rows of double-stacked
lockers have several lower lockers
specifically designated for people
with disabilities. The brand new
restrooms are easy to navigate and
very accessible. There is a family
restroom that includes a shower
with a transfer bench. One of the five
interconnected dolphin habitats is
equipped with a pool lift.
After everyone had changed and
showered, we reconnected with
Liko and his trainer, Krysta. The first
15 minutes of the encounter were
strictly educational. At last, it was
time to get up close with Liko and

the Jacobs stepped into the pool. Ava
is on the Autism spectrum; she has
limited speech and anxiety in social
situations. Where her sister, Katie
charged ahead, Ava hung back at first
although she was clearly fascinated
by the 400 pound dolphin. Krysta
led Liko through several behaviors,
weaving in information about dolphin
anatomy and habitat in the wild and
conservation efforts. She made an
effort to draw Ava into the action.
Before the end of the encounter Ava
was shaking hands, receiving kisses
and playing basketball with Liko.
This attraction is not without
controversy, mostly centered on
the ethics of keeping such large,
curious and social creatures in the
Arizona desert to perform for the
entertainment of humans. Dolphinaris’
response is that these well-tended
dolphins were born in human care and
only interact with human visitors when
they choose to do so.

Photos by Jerry O’Connor

Dolphinaris

There was a clear bond between
each dolphin and it’s human trainer.
One could argue that the accessible
habitat creates an opportunity for
people with disabilities that they
might otherwise experience.
The animals are closely monitored
and visitor interaction time is
strictly limited. The 900,000 gallons
of salt water is kept at 75 degrees
year-round and filtered every
90 minutes through silent gravity
pumps. The habitat provides sun,
shade and shelter in case of bad
weather like dust storms.

great view of the dolphins. The pool
and one hot tub have pool lifts and
a ramp leading to the upper tier
cabanas. The pool is separated from
the dolphin habitats by a thick acrylic
wall. The dolphins, curious about
humans, often play along this window
with people in the pool.
Regarding the experience, Tom
Jacobs said, “When we got home
we talked about our new dolphin
buddy. Kate and Ava seemed to talk

about touching the dolphin. Feeling
its tummy came up the most in the
conversation. Kate was also interested
in the fact that the noise the dolphin
makes comes out of the blow hole
and not the mouth. Not sure why she
liked that so much.”
The kids and I truly enjoyed the event,”
Jacobs said. “We would recommend it
to families. It is super fun and a great
way to learn about dolphins.” Learn
more at dolphinaris-arizona.com

Krysta told us, “If you can create a
connection with these animals, then
you care more about conservation and
the condition of the oceans.”
With the Jacobs wrapped in large fluffy
towels, we headed for the Beach Club,
an upgrade to your experience and
available for group events. The Beach
Club features typical pool grill fare,
roomy cabanas, two large hot tubs
and a swimming pool—all with a
360 Fitness Center members, Tom
Jacobs and his daughters, 13-year-old
Magazine
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Ava andLivAbility
11-year-old
Kate with
Liko
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OdySea Aquarium
Nine huge globes suspended from the ceiling teeming with
fish captivate the moment you enter the lobby. The exhibits
officially begin upstairs, but go to the restrooms first—both
the men and women’s restrooms feature viewing windows
into the shark tank. Then, head upstairs to the exhibits.
The experience at OdySea is designed to be linear, from
the small fish that inhabit local lakes and streams, then
rainforest exhibits, then the oceans. The pathways are
clearly marked; gentle blue light outlines the floor. The
atmosphere is largely tranquil but the cavernous setting
and concrete surfaces amplify the squeals of eager littles. If
auditory stimulation is an issue, plan accordingly.
We found most of the exhibits easily accessible. Large
risers are placed in front of exhibit windows, but staff are
quick to move them aside to accommodate wheelchair
users. There were two areas where we found no easy
solution: the large otter enclosure has a huge window
for underwater viewing. However, the otters spend much
of their time on land viewed through an elevated area
requiring a step with no alternatives. The pools with the
stingrays and starfish were equally inaccessible for those
unable to lean over the walls.
Animal ambassadors including a sloth, macaw, and more
often appear for human interaction, especially in places
where lines begin to form to help pass the wait time.
There are plenty of places to rest and enjoy the exhibits
containing roughly 40,000 animals.

Visitors leave the upper level and descend into the oceans
via an escalator encased in an acrylic tube. The mood is
enhanced by ethereal music and ocean sounds as sharks
and rays glide overhead. Those who must take the elevator
ride in silence past schools of fish painted on the walls.
Do plan on spending some time in the Great Barrier Reef
tunnel; it’s as close as you can get to being inside the
exhibit yet stay dry.
Along the way, we met Natalie Bailey, a zoologist and
Supervisor of Guest Relations who said, “We like to make
the OdySea experience special for everyone. So please call
in advance so we can make accommodations.” We shared
our observations about access and hope to see them
integrated in the future.
Entry times are scheduled for a smoother guest
experience. Buy your tickets online before you go to
minimize your wait time. Plan 2-3 hours to see all the
exhibits. odyseaaquarium.com

Photos by Yvette Mallari

Along the way, the 3D theater holds 300 people in stadium
seating and wide aisles for wheelchair users. We enjoyed
“Underwater Giants,” a 10-minute film on whales. Later,
the Living Sea Carousel, a rotating theater that can
accommodate five wheelchair users in each section, takes
a 20-minute ride around several screens and exhibits.
Neither have closed captions but scripts are available
in advance so those who cannot hear the narration can
read it or have it read to them.

It was in the Living
Sea Carousel where we
met Boudreaux and
Valor—sea turtles with
disabilities. Boudreaux
lost opposite front
and back flippers after
becoming entangled in
fishing nets. Valor’s injury,
a condition known as
“bubble butt,” caused him to lose control of his buoyancy so
that he is unable to dive for food. Many of the animals that
live at OdySea are rescues with permanent injuries. Look
closely for others during your visit.
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Butterfly
Wonderland
Your trip to the conservatory starts with a 3D film about
the life and migration of the most common local butterfly,
the monarch. This 15-minute film runs continuously.
Closed captioning is available with 15 minutes notice.
Take some time in the Butterfly Emergence Gallery to
watch butterflies emerge from the neat rows of cocoons
and marvel at their fragile, nearly transparent wings. The
butterflies hang upside down, gravity pumping blood into
their shriveled wings until they fully open then they’re
moved into the conservatory.
The conservatory is a kaleidoscope of 3,000 butterflies
with climate that mimics a rainforest, warm and humid.
We welcomed this during our winter visit but wonder how
visitors will fare in the muggy heat of summer.
We asked Assistant Curator Nancy Compton for advice on
how to best enjoy the conservatory. “Spend some quiet time
in a sunny spot and just see what happens,” she said. In
doing so, we were enchanted by our colorful visitors flitting
around us endlessly. Time seems to slow here.

The butterflies are protected by monitored double doors
at the entrance and exit to ensure that none of them
wander out of the conservatory. You’ll need to remain
vigilant so as not to accidentally crush any butterflies
at rest on the ground.
Although there are other displays—bees, a tidal pond and
for some reason, scorpions, we found these to be more of an
afterthought than worthy of a trip.
We did encounter some access issues. There is a path
made of uneven stones near the bee enclosure not easily
traversed by some with mobility issues and one of the
ramps onto the upper tier is marked as non-ADA compliant,
leaving a single path up and down for wheelchair users.
butterflywonderland.com
Roughly 40 species of butterflies are regularly found
at Butterfly Wonderland with another 30 or so species
seasonally displayed, timed to arrive for their emergence
into adulthood. The staff are eager to point out any new
arrivals and share facts about the butterflies on display.
During our visit, the White Morph was present. This large
all-white beauty is found on a single farm in El Salvador.
Sounds of water moving through the koi pond and the
low hum of the climate control creates gentle white
noise over the tranquil music that plays throughout. This
is a great place to sketch, photograph and just sit as you
observe the butterflies perched among the lush plants. We
noted the butterflies tended to land more often on people
dressed in greens and reds.
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PRICING

DIRECTIONS
101

There’s not an easy straightforward answer here.

E Shea Blvd
Dolphinaris

A basic family trip to this new entertainment complex will start
in the $100 range and grow from there.

OdySea Aquarium

BUTTERFLY
WONDERLAND

101

Pima Rd

Entry pricing ranges from under $20 for Butterfly
Wonderland to $59 for a land encounter at Dolphinaris.
The pricing is dynamic; it changes based on the day
and time of your visit. Ask about discounts for students,
military and seniors. Packages abound from upgrade
packages that take you behind the scenes or combo
tickets to enter multiple attractions. Then there’s the gift
shop and food service.

Mc Donald Dr
101
51

E Chaparral Rd

Sctottsdale Museum
of Contemporary Art
Thomas Rd

202
51

N Dobson Rd

Thomas Rd

Casino Arizona

143

Each venue has space and pricing for group events.
202

Washington St
Phoenix
Sky Harbor

202

ACCOMMODATIONS
While no place is perfect, we found every establishment
in the OdySea in the Desert complex willing to make
accommodations. Do your homework. Call in advance
to understand what accommodations are needed for your
visit. We found staff eager for our feedback; especially
when it came with both identification of obstacles and
potential solutions.

CONTACT
Dolphinaris
Dolphinaris-Arizona.com
(480) 407-5154

OdySea
OdySeaAquarium.com
(480) 291-8000

Butterfly Wonderland
ButterflyWonderland.com
(480) 800-3000
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Arizona Autisim United
(602)773.5773
azaunited.org

Arizona Center for Disability Law
(602)274.6287
azdisabilitylaw.org

Arizona Spinal Cord Injury Association
(602)507.4209
azspinal.org

Sports & Fitness Center
(602)386.4566
ability360sports.org

A R I Z O N A

Brain Injury Alliance Arizona
(602) 508.8024
biaaz.org

Joni and Friends Arizona
(602)275.2568
joniandfriends.org

National Alliance on Mental Illness
fax: (602) 252.1349

Raising Special Kids
(602) 242.4366
raisingspecialkids.org

National Multiple Scleriosis Society
(480)968.2488
aza.nationalmssociety.org

Valley Center for the Deaf
(602)267.1921
vcdaz.org

Employment

Disability

Benefits vs Work

Can you make the transition?
by Susan Webb
People who rely on Social Security Disability Insurance
(SSDI) or Supplemental Security Income (SSI) are often
scared of losing their cash benefits, so they do not
consider work as an option. Yet almost all agree that living
solely on these benefits is very hard to do. If you receive
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits or
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), you can work without
losing your benefits.

you cannot continue to work or cannot work at a level
higher than your benefits.

In 1999 President Clinton signed the Ticket to Work
and Work Incentives Improvement Act to enhance SSA’s
employment programs. Beneficiaries have an option
to try to work at their maximum capacity. Not only did
this law create new work incentives, it offers a “ticket”
you can use to access employment services through
Employment Networks (ENs).

I’ve been told that my SSDI benefits stop after working for
12 months. Can I work without risking this loss?

Each Employment Network (EN) is contracted by the Social
Security Administration to provide career counseling, job
placement assistance and long-term job retention services
at a minimum. Some ENs only offer these minimal services
while others provide a larger menu, so choosing an EN
according to your needs is essential. Visit choosework.net
and click on “find help” for a list of ENs serving your area.
Eligibility for the Ticket to Work (TTW) program only
requires that you are between ages 18-64 and are
currently receiving SSI or SSDI. TTW is designed to help
you achieve financial independence over time through
work. It encourages you to work but still protects
you from losing your benefits in case

3

$
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Sometimes other resources need to be considered before
or in conjunction with EN services, such as job skills
training or assistive technology that enable you to work.
More information on all of the options available can be
found below and by visiting az.db101.org.

For the first 12 months you work above an established
cap (the cap adjusts annually), you keep your full SSDI
check. After 12 months, if you make above a certain
monthly amount ($1,170 in 2017), your cash benefits
are “suspended.” But for the next 93 months, if your
disability does not allow you to continue earning above
the threshold, ¬¬your benefits will be reinstated without
re-applying or enduring another five-month waiting period.
Bottom line: you cannot be worse off attempting to work.
The rules for SSI are quite different than SSDI. See sidebar
to learn how CWICs can help.

What is my role in this process?
You are the decision-maker throughout the process.
Getting back into the workforce after a lengthy absence is
not easy. We can guide you, but the will to succeed
is all your own. You will need to respond timely
to all requests and remain in frequent contact
with your employment coordinator. You will go
into this understanding that getting a job and
keeping it takes a lot of work on its own. Just
like getting up and going to a job every day is
expected by an employer, your job search and
all the components involved in that take the
same commitment, and you are expected to
meet that commitment.

t
e
k
c
Ti to
Work

www.ability360.org

Susan Webb
VP of Employment
Ability360

What are the most important things for me to
consider when returning to work?
1.

Who do you want to work
for? Choose companies,

organizations, or agencies that
provide products and services
that match your qualifications
rather than trolling job boards
based only on job descriptions.

2.

Are your skills current? Do
you need new ones? There

3.

are many short-term training
and certification opportunities
available without charge or
student loans.

How do you talk to
employers about your
disability? Don’t! See the

ability360.org website for
a 30-minute webinar on
this. Click on Programs
->Employment ->Disability
Disclosure in Employment.

Ability360 Community Work Incentives Coordinators:
CWICs are here to help you understand the complexity of Social Security and help you
maximize your earning potential. Navigating the SSA website can be confusing and calls
to the agency may provide conflicting information.
The Ticket to Work statute established Community Work Incentive Coordinators. They are
not SSA employees. Their main job is to educate SSI and SSDI beneficiaries on how work
affects benefits and show you how you can work and not run afoul of the rules. In Arizona,
call 602-443-0720 or 866-304-WORK (9675) to be connected to CWIC services.
Who qualifies for Work Incentive Planning and Assistance (WIPA) services from a CWIC?
• Anyone between the ages of 14 and full retirement
• Receiving SSI or SSDI
• Have a desire to work

CHRISTINE OJEDA
Benefits 2 Work
Intake Specialist

Ability360 Employment Network Services:

Ability360 has been an EN since 2002. In those 14 years, we’ve career counseled more
than 5,300 people with disabilities. Ability360 Employment Services offers comprehensive
services including:
• Benefits counseling and management
• Extensive training on today’s job
readiness and search techniques
• Individual career counseling
• Job skills testing
• Job skills training coordination
• Job placement assistance

• Ongoing job retention supports for 45
months of actual worked time
• On-the-job advocacy and
accommodations when needed
• Assigned employment coordinator for
service continuity
• Other case management services for
unforeseen needs

LISA PURDY
Lead Employment
Coordinator

For More Information
Contact Lisa Purdy, Ability360’s lead employment coordinator, at 602-443-0712 or toll-free
at 800-280-2245 or visit our website, ability360.org, click on Programs > Employment.
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Ability360 | Partners

National MS Society Arizona Chapter
by Erika Edholm, Director, Programs & Services

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
The National Multiple Sclerosis Society is a national non-profit organization with a bold
vision; a world free of multiple sclerosis. Its mission is that people affected by MS can live
their best lives as we stop MS in its tracks, restore what has been lost and end MS forever.
The Society is a network of 43 offices across the country, with one right here in Arizona,
working to support families impacted by MS and other related diseases.

What is Multiple Sclerosis (MS)?

The History

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an unpredictable, often disabling
disease of the central nervous system that disrupts the flow
of information within the brain, and between the brain and
body. MS involves an immune-mediated process in which
an abnormal response of the body’s immune system is
directed against the central nervous system (CNS), which is
made up of the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves. The exact
antigen — or target that the immune cells are sensitized to
attack — remains unknown.

When Sylvia Lawry started the MS movement in 1946 with
the founding of the National MS Society, research into
multiple sclerosis was almost non-existent. The disease took
years to diagnose, and there were no therapies proven to
slow the course of MS. Things have changed. Decades of
research into MS and the basic workings of the immune and
nervous systems have built a critical platform of knowledge
now serving as a springboard for progress. The Society’s
$870 million research investment has fueled many of these
advances, and today’s picture looks different for many:
There are 16 therapies specifically approved for treating
and managing MS, and more potential MS therapies in
development today than at any other time in history. MS
is more quickly diagnosed, enabling early and sustained
therapy to slow disease activity. There is much greater
awareness of the many symptoms of MS and ways to address
them to improve quality of life, and scientists are making
breakthroughs in identifying risk factors that can increase a
person’s susceptibility to MS, which will help lead to ways to
prevent the disease.

Within the CNS, the immune system attacks myelin, the
fatty substance that surrounds and insulates the nerve
fibers, as well as the nerve fibers themselves. The damaged
myelin forms scar tissue (sclerosis), which gives the disease
its name. When any part of the myelin sheath or nerve fiber
is damaged or destroyed, nerve impulses traveling to and
from the brain and spinal cord are distorted or interrupted,
producing a wide variety of symptoms. The disease is
thought to be triggered in a genetically susceptible
individual by a combination of one or more environmental
factors. People with MS typically experience one of four
disease courses, which can be mild, moderate or severe.
Managing MS is on ongoing process, beginning with the
very first symptoms and continuing throughout the disease
course. It’s never too soon or too late to think about how to
access high quality, comprehensive, interdisciplinary care.
Knowing what to look for, where to find it, and how to work
effectively with your doctor and other health professionals is
essential to your heath, wellness and quality of life.
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The National MS Society also offers an extensive variety of
programs, services, resources and connection opportunities
for people living with and affected by MS, including family
members, caregivers and other members of their support
systems. These resources can be accessed in person in your
community, online, by phone and by email.
For a list of programs and events happening
in Arizona, visit www.arizonams.org or
call 1-800-FIGHT-MS.

3 Arizona Locations
To Serve You
Phoenix / Goodyear / Tucson
800-242-4111

CALL US

TO SCHEDULE YOUR

FREE IN-HOME

ASSESSMENT AND
CONSULTATION

800-242-4111
Introducing

BRAUNABILITY

MXV
The first wheelchair
accessible SUV

Moving Your Life Forward

We have
HUNDREDS
of wheelchair
accessible vans
to choose from:
Used And New!
Mobility Solutions
Personal:
• Scooters
• Wheelchairs
Vehicle:
• Assist Seating
• Scooter Lifts
• Wheelchair Lifts
Home:
• Portable Ramps
• Permanent Ramps
• Stairlifts
• Pool Lifts
• Deck Lifts
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Ability360 | Employee Spotlight
How long have you been with Ability360?

I started volunteering 3.5 years ago. May 5th will be my
second year as an employee.

What’s your current job title? Day Porter

MARK JONES
We have a motto at Ability360 Sports & Fitness
Center: “Stay New.” Stay new gives our staff
pride in maintaining our equipment, keeping
the building in tip top shape and maintaining
a very clean environment. Mark Jones certainly
has shown this pride everyday he works. We
give hundreds of tours each year, nothing gives
me more pleasure when guiding a tour and
the comment comes, “This facility is so clean,
everything looks brand new.” Mark is a major
player in this, not only does he keep us clean,
he does his job with a contagious positive
attitude. – Gus LaZear

What other job titles have you held, if any? No. I
did this same work as a volunteer.

For people outside of the organization, what
do you do? I like to think I save lives by keeping things
germ-free. I clean the Sports & Fitness Center and
keep it in good shape.

Is there a work achievement you’re especially
proud of? My Wednesday fitness and conditioning
class that I instruct for Arizona Center for the Blind
and Visually Impaired.

What brought you here? AZBVI came here to work

out and I liked the facility and I’ve been here ever since. I
signed up to volunteer right away.

What do you like most about your work?

Camaraderie - the employees and clientele that
come to Ability360 and my ability to laugh and joke
with them as I work.

D E D I C AT E D

SUCCE

Chandler-Gilbert | Estrella Mo
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The Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD
race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identi

Will you share a little something about your
family? I have a large, close-knit family.
Will you tell us about your best day ever? The day

my first child being born. I took her in my hands and held
her up to the stars. I’m the father of 8 and grandfather of 5.
That was a great moment.

What are people most surprised to know about
you? That I’m visually impaired. A lot of people see
my mobility and how independent I am until
they get close enough to see the discoloration
in my eye and realize I’m blind. They’re
always surprised by that.

Photo by Clinton McDaniel

Is there a movie or TV show you drop
everything to watch? Harlem Nights with
Eddie Murphy, Della Reese, Redd Foxx and
Arsenio Hall. It’s a good comedy.

If a mega-fortune fell into your
lap, what would you do? I would
buy a customized bus, hire drivers
and roam the county for six
months while I planned
what came long term.

to your

ESS

EACH OF THE MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTERS (DRC) OFFER:
• Testing Accommodations

• Note-Taking Assistance

• Alternate Textbook Formats

• American Sign Language Interpreters

(audio, digital, Braille)

• Hardware and Software

• Auxiliary Services (CCTV, FM System)

LEARN MORE: maricopa.edu/drc

ountain | GateWay | Glendale | Mesa | Paradise Valley | Phoenix | Rio Salado | Scottsdale | South Mountain

D) is an EEO/AA institution and an equal opportunity employer of protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to
ity, or national origin. *Maricopa County Residents.

Sports

Gary Venjohn
Retires
by Kasey Kaler

Photo by Loren Worthington

Often times, we measure coaches by their win-loss record,
by championships and gold medals won. For Coach
Gary Venjohn, some of those things just came with the
territory. Instead, he prefers to talk about developing the
person beyond the game.
Venjohn looks at basketball as a tool to set up participants
for a better life down the road. After all, Venjohn himself
knows how much sports can bring about a sense of
purpose and confidence.
At the age of 27, Venjohn was in a car accident, breaking
his T-12 vertebrae that resulted in paralysis. Following a
transfer to a hospital in Englewood, CO, Venjohn discovered
all the opportunities he still had in sports. He fell in love
with wheelchair basketball.

“They all kind of laughed at me, they’d had two or three
attempts to start teams prior to that and they could never
get off the ground,” Venjohn said. “So I went to Banner
Health and got them to be a sponsor, then we went to
the Phoenix Suns and got them to be a sponsor. It just
took off from there.”
The Wheelchair Suns were born then. What started
with only eight players has morphed into 75 athletes
across three teams (women’s team and a junior team)
in Venjohn’s 28 years.

“He’s done so much to
progress the game of
wheelchair basketball and so
much beyond the game.”
“Gary is such a selfless man. He’s given everything he
could to the people in the sport,” Two-time Paralympic
gold medalist and former member of the Wheelchair
Suns, Jennifer Ruddell said. “He’s done so much to
progress the game of wheelchair basketball and so
much beyond the game.”
In truth, there will probably never be enough of a ‘thank
you’ to present to Venjohn, but on Saturday, December 11,
some of his closest friends and those he gave so much of
himself to surprised him with a plaque thanking him for his
more than 30 years of service to the wheelchair basketball
community in Arizona.
“There’s really nothing we can do to repay what Gary has
done for everyone here,” Ability360 President and CEO, Phil
Pangrazio said. “I have so much respect and admiration for
everything that he’s done for the sport.”
For Venjohn, the wins, those aren’t as important. For him,
he’d much rather talk about the opportunity.
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Photo bottom left courtesy of Gary Venjohn

After moving to the Valley in 1987, Venjohn integrated
himself into a group of wheelchair basketball players at
ASU but he wanted more.

8 ANNUAL
th

HEALTH &
WELLNESS
FAIR
Presented by SilverTree
Special Needs Planning

APRIL 28 & 29
Ability360HealthFair.com

LivAbility Magazine
™

www.Ability360.org
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The Battle Continues

by Grace Bishara

Duel in the Desert, one of Ability360’s
largest sporting events, hosted 18
teams with a total of 155 athletes
from across the country who came to
battle it out for the coveted Golden
Sombrero. Twenty-seven games were
played on two courts.
Teams competed in wheelchair rugby,
wheelchair basketball, power soccer,
stand-up amputee basketball and
wheelchair lacrosse. Only Ability360
hosts stand-up amputee basketball
tournaments which consist of 3-on-3
players.
Duel in the Desert started as a
competition between teams from
Tucson and Phoenix: University of
Arizona Wildcats, the Tucson Lobos,
Ability360 Heat, Phoenix Wheelchair
Suns, Arizona State University,
Ability360 Scorpions, Campo Verde
Coyotes, Ability360 United, Ability360
FC, Arizona Heat Elite, Arizona Heat
Destroyers, The Limb Center and Rush
Foot. It has grown to include teams
such as Amp1 with athletes from
all over the United States including
Colorado, California, New York and
Utah.
Attendance over the two-day
event was estimated at more than
1,500 people. Food trucks from the
Wandering Donkey, The Panini People,
Circle R Farm, Grilled Addiction
and Shaved Ice served athletes and
visitors.
Duel in the Desert is very thankful
to all of its sponsors, including the
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Competition was fierce.

WINNERS OF THE
GOLDEN SOMBRERO:
Ability360 Heat
WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
University Of Arizona Wild Cats
WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL
Arizona Heat Elite
POWER SOCCER
Amp 1 Team Blue
STAND-UP AMPUTEE
BASKETBALL
Ability360 Scorpions
WHEELCHAIR LACROSSE.

presenting sponsor Lovitt & Touché
and many community organizations:
The Ability Center, Bank of America,
Barrow Dignity Health, Touchstone
Rehabilitation, Vantage Mobility Inc.
and Performance Mobility. Presenting
sponsors included table vendors
from ABC Medical, Ability Dynamics,
Arizona Spinal Cord Association,
Saguaro Scuba and Junior Adaptive
Athletes in Motion.
The event concluded with a rooftop
celebration at the Ability360 Center
where athletes and fans gathered
together for food, drinks, music,
pictures and laughter after an intense
set of rivalry games. The celebration
continued with upbeat music from
Deejay Grey the Mute, catered food
from Macayo’s, a photo booth and an
open bar from Hey Bartender.

See more photos online at:
ability360.org/news

Photos: Randy Bingham / Loren Worthington

Ability360 Sports & Fitness Center
hosted its fourth successful Duel in
the Desert event Oct. 21 and 22. The
tournament was free to the public.

for the Golden Sombrero

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR
OCT 20 & 21
FIFTH ANNUAL

AN EVENT YOU DON’T
WANT TO MISS!
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Advocacy

Supreme Court 2017

Rarely does disability civil rights become
as much of a focus of the Supreme Court
as it will be when it issues two crucial
decisions by June of 2017.
by Edward L. Myers III Esq.

2017 poses unique opportunities and threats for
people with disabilities. At the Supreme Court, two
cases involving disability civil rights take center stage.
Further, we see growing threats to the ADA both at the
local and national level due to the perceived problem
of drive-by lawsuits.

Endrew F. v. Douglas County School District

The parents of a Colorado child with autism removed
their son from the Douglas County School District and
enrolled their child in a private school. The parents sought
reimbursement from the public school district, arguing
that their son had not been provided a free, appropriate
public education (FAPE), as required by the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The family lost at
all stages of hearings and appeals and now the Supreme
Court is reviewing the case and has asked the federal
administration to weigh in on the issue of what is the level
of educational benefit required by IDEA. Currently, there is a
split in the Circuit courts holding either that IDEA requires
only a trivial educational benefit while other courts have
ruled that IDEA requires a heightened educational benefit.

Fry v. Napoleon Community Schools

The school district denied a 12-year-old Michigan girl with
cerebral palsy from bringing her service animal to school.
The school later relented but placed severe restrictions on
use of the animal. The girl transferred to a new school and
her parents sued under IDEA and the ADA. The case was
dismissed for failure to exhaust administrative remedies
under IDEA. This case is another example of a split in
jurisdictions about whether IDEA students have to exhaust
administrative remedies under IDEA prior to bringing an
ADA claim in court.
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Complicating matters is that one Supreme Court justice
is missing from a panel of nine justices. This means that
if there is not a Senate confirmation of a ninth justice, a
4-to-4 decision becomes a distinct possibility. A tie decision
means the lower court decisions remain in place and no
Supreme Court precedence is established. In each of the
cases mentioned, the person(s) with disabilities lost in the
lower courts.
Thus a tie would be disastrous for the individuals, and the
lower court’s decisions would remain and establish bad
precedence in each of the lower court’s jurisdictions. This
is why it’s important for you to call your U.S. Senators and
ask them to hold hearings on Presidential Supreme Court
nominees.

Advertise with LivAbility

Welcome to the newest edition of LivAbility
LivAbility is a magazine for people with disabilities in
Arizona. The free quarterly publication of Ability360
contains articles that promote an active, fulfilling
lifestyle for every ability.
LivAbility currently mails to 2,600 individuals and
an additional 3,400 copies are distributed at various
locations, predominately in Maricopa County.

Schedule an Advertisement
Advertising@ability360.org

Community

TO GO

Community outreach has gone to the dogs

S

ometimes the best ambassadors slobber. When
English bulldogs Darla and Mollie put on their
bright red vests that identify them as therapy
dogs for a recent visit to a group of second
graders, there were lessons among the cuddles.
Therapeutic Recreation Specialist Katie Ritter, who trained
Darla and Mollie, talked about the difference between therapy
dogs and service dogs.
“It’s OK to pet therapy dogs,” Katie told the assembled students.
“But service dogs are working hard for their human handler
and need to focus. They should not be petted or distracted
when they’re working.”

by Jennifer Longdon

Sometimes 360 To Go stays home. Rob also invites groups
in to the center for a tour, conversation and a chance to
check out adaptive sports first hand.
“When kids meet adults who happen to live with disability
but they’re still getting it done; working, playing, hanging
out… that’s powerful,” Rob said. “It teaches youth that we’re
really all the same.”
To request a visit from 360 To Go, contact Robert Reed
at robertr@ability360.org.
Follow the “adorabull” Darla and Mollie on
Instagram: @adventures_of_darla_and_mollie.

360 To Go is always on the move, visiting schools,
community-based youth organizations, health
fairs and community events spreading
awareness of the Ability360 Sports &
Fitness Center and more importantly,
disability awareness and culture.
Robert Reed, Membership
and Outreach Specialist, is
often the face you’ll see.
Sometimes he’s in his
sports chair. Sometimes
he partners with other
athletes to bring adaptive
sports and the Independent
Living message to
the mainstream.

Photo by Loren Worthington

Her partner, Clint Hoback, talked about living with a
disability and playing wheelchair rugby. He brought his
sports chair along for the kids to check out. But the
stars of the program were Mollie and Darla as they
showed off some of their learned behaviors including
“high-five,” “wave goodbye” and “touch,” where they
touch with their noses the place they are prompted.

CLAIM MORE

S P A C E
WIN $10,000 TOWARD A NEW VMI VAN
PLUS GAS

FOR A YEAR

$500

GIFT CARD

Visit our dealership to be entered
into a bonus drawing for a
$500 American Express gift card!

vmimobilitycenter.com | (602) 385-5999
With flexible seating, ample headroom, and enough floor space to execute a full 360˚ turn, VMI vans offer enough
room for the entire family, and allow even the largest power wheelchairs to maneuver with comfort and ease.

BRING
EVERYONE

USE ANY
WHEELCHAIR

ACCOMMODATE
ANY HEIGHT

MANEUVER
360º

Advocacy
with a disability recognizes that the place of public
accommodation is out of compliance with the ADA’s
requirements and provides the entity with written notice in
precisely the right manner, nothing will change.

The battle to
protect our
civil rights
gears up

A

by Larry Wanger

proposal will be introduced during Arizona’s
2017 legislative session that will adversely
affect Arizona citizens who have disabilities.
Similar legislation has already been introduced
in the United States Congress by Arizona Sen. Jeff Flake.
This legislation is designed to limit the ability of people
who have disabilities to enforce their rights under the
Arizonans with Disabilities Act (AZDA) and the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA); the right to access places of public
accommodation in the same manner as all other citizens.
The Arizona legislation will be similar to a bill introduced
by State Sen. John Kavanagh during the 2016 session. It
is expected that the pending legislation will include a
number of controversial elements, including a requirement
that if a notice of a violation is made to a place of public
accommodation, a minimum of 60 days is given to correct
the issue prior to the individual being able to file a civil action.
Advocates worked hard to oppose the previous legislation
during the 2016 session and are outraged that similar
legislation will be introduced once again. More than 26
years after the ADA was enacted, businesses should be
expected to know and comply with their obligations under
the law. Permitting the continued exclusion of people with
disabilities from the mainstream of society unless and
until they themselves demonstrate that businesses are
violating the law is absurd and unacceptable.
The proposed legislation would remove all incentive for
businesses, social service establishments and other places
of public accommodation to comply with the AZDA
and ADA accessibility regulations. Unless an individual
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If the state and federal legislation become law, businesses
will be encouraged to employ a “wait and see” approach,
continuing to violate the law with impunity and excluding
countless people with disabilities from their goods and
services. This treatment would not be acceptable for any
other class of people as it will result in people who have
disabilities being treated like second class citizens.
In short, the premise of this legislation is that businesses
should not be held responsible for knowing their obligations
to comply with a law that has been in effect for 26 years.
When places of public accommodation are not accessible, the
message is that Arizonans who have disabilities
are not welcome.
We need your help in order to prevent this legislation from
becoming law. First, you can learn more by connecting
with the Arizona Disability Coalition, (ADC). The ADC website,
found at AZDisabilityCoalition.org includes information
about the proposed legislation and steps that you can take
to get involved. You can also contact your state and federal
representatives, asking them not to give businesses a free
pass while your right to access the community is being
taken away.
The mission of the ADC is to advance the rights, choices, and
value of people with disabilities through our individual and
collective advocacy and education efforts.
The ADC is actively working to oppose changes to The
Americans with Disabilities Act and related state laws.
The proposed changes would allow businesses to continue
to ignore their responsibility to be accessible while making it
harder for people with disabilities to take action.

We Need Your Help!!!
Join the Arizona Disability Coalition.
• Become a member of the ADC today
• Visit our website to learn more about
this important issue, AZDisabilityCoalition.org
• Follow the ADC on social media to stay informed
• Get involved and support your community

OPEN TO ALL
15+ Classes
Demonstrations
Networking
Vendor
& Sponsor Opportunities
Mar 10 / 8am - 4pm
Desert Willow Conference Center
AZSpinal.org

Feb 18th
Rio Vista Community Park
8866 W Thunderbird Rd
Peoria, AZ 85381
Registration Begins
6:30 am
Race Begins
8:00 am

PRESENTS

Advocacy

Arizona Legislative Update
by Amina Donna Kruck

on’t let them (Arizona Legislators) make decisions
without hearing your voice! The Arizona Legislature
starts in January and only last 100 days. Are you ready?
Senator John Kavanagh
(R-LD23) has already told
us he will be sponsoring
legislation that will have
the effect of weakening
our rights under the
Arizonans with Disabilities
Act (AZDA) which reflects
the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA).

Not sure how you can help?
Check out helpful resources and links on our website:
ability360.org/advocacy. There, you can Get Empowered
by joining our email listserv for advocacy alerts.
•

Sign the AZ Disability Coalition (ADC) petition
AZDisabilityCoalition.org/128-2

•

Participate in, and promote, ADC’s social media campaign –
#NOAccessAZ

•

Attend a legislative training at Ability360 or one provided
through the Center for Independent Living nearest you. 		
Learn how the legislature works

NOW is the time to speak out and advocate.

Learn how a bill becomes a law

Last year there were three bills proposed that would
have violated our civil rights under the ADA. We must
be ready and we need your help. The Americans with
Disabilities Act was passed with bipartisan support over
a quarter of a century ago (1990). Many of our legislators
don’t think an ADA violation is a big deal or that making
us wait longer for our civil rights to access to public places
matters. Businesses have had plenty of time to comply with its
regulations.

Learn how to use the Online Request to Speak
system so that you can testify on bills from home
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•

Be ready to testify on bad and good bills this legislative
session (we can help you)

Help us document violations of the ADA with your photos and
stories. Send stories and photos to advocacy@ability360.org
and put ADA in the subject line or call 602-443-0738. Don’t
worry about perfection; we’ll help you tell your story!

Senator John Kavanagh and Arizona Capitol building photos: CC by Gage Skidmore.
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Recreation

Corbin Beu, Always
Full Speed Ahead
Co rbin Beu

“My dad always had foreign sports cars in the garage. We
had Porsches, Triumphs, SAAB Sonnets, Fiats, a bunch of
stuff like that. I’ve always been interested in cars,” Beu
said. “Then, after my accident, I got into some athletics
and made the US Sled Hockey Team and did that for a
long time. Dabbled in auto racing. Now after 22 years of
athletics, 25 years of athletics sports, in various sports, I’m
getting back into auto racing.”
Beu was asleep when his injury happened in 1991. He
had completed a triathlon earlier in the day and napped
in the passenger seat of the van as his girlfriend drove
home. She dozed off behind the wheel and lost control. Beu
was thrown as the van rolled multiple times. He landed
about 100 yards away and ruptured his T12 vertebrae. He’s
used a wheelchair ever since. “My life didn’t change. Just
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the way I did things. But other than that, I’m that same
guy. I’m just shorter.”
If you’ve spent much time in the disability community in
Arizona, it’s hard to miss Beu’s reputation for building all
his own equipment from wheelchairs to hockey sleds to
stripping down and modifying racing wheelchairs - even
modifying the vehicles he drives. He often helps others too;
building equipment that doesn’t already exist or helping
to fine-tune racing chairs for Paralympians. Beu is known
for tearing things apart and putting them back together
for better speed, endurance and performance. “I think this
is the longest I’ve seen Corbin drive a nearly stock vehicle,”
one friend recently teased in the Ability360 parking garage
while checking out Beu’s new bright blue truck.
Beu’s current adventure is his rally race car, a 1982 Mazda
RX7 that he built mostly solo. “Most of the car I’ve built
hands on with little to no help from anyone.” Beu said as
he ran his hand over the hood. “I’ve got a crack mechanic
that helped get the car running. He’s been a huge help
with getting the final touches going and buttoning up all
the little details and everything like that. For the most part
I built this car, it was me. My dad came out and helped
as much as he could.”

Photos by Loren Worthington

If it goes fast, Corbin Beu wants
to make it go faster - whether that’s
his own athletic performance,
an athlete he’s coached or a
machine he can modify.

The modifications to accommodate Beu’s disability are
minimal. “The only thing that I’ve really done is I’m running
an automatic transmission. We’ve done some tricks to the
automatic transmission to make it act more like a stick
shift car. I actually have to shift through the gears. Then I
just installed regular hand controls.”
Rally race cars are operated by two people, Beu is the
driver. His co-driver, Australian, Marie Boyd, is responsible
for knowing what’s ahead on the track and advising him
when to slide, accelerate and throttle back like an on-board
computer. “My co-driver for the rally is an incredible
woman. She’s a 68 year old grandmother of 8 and an ultra
marathoner.” They raced together in Prescott Valley in 2016.

“Corbin is amazing,” Boyd said.
“Although we had many setbacks for
our first rally, his can-do attitude
showed me that his disability will not
interfere with his ability to have fun,
be safe and do the job at hand.”
Beu has big plans for the next year. “The future of this
car and rally racing for me is next season starting in April
or May. I’m going to try to complete the entire California
Rally Series which will be a race in Idaho, Oregon, up
and down California, and the Prescott Arizona rally
will be the last event.”
And with that, Beu, and his car, will have raced full circle.
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We’re
Hiring
Caregivers

Home Care Services provides
f i r s t - ra t e c a re . C o n s u m e r s enjoy
knowledgeable, competent assistance.
Caregivers receive health coverage,
paid vacation and more.

Contact us to receive
services or join our team.
ability360.org
Hablamos español!
Maricopa - (602) 296-0502
Pinal | Gila - (520) 316-4300
Pima - (520) 449-8375

PHOENIX | MESA | GLENDALE | TUCSON | COOLIDGE

